Philippine Dealing & Exchange Corp.
37th Floor, Tower 1, The Enterprise Center
6766 Ayala Avenue corner Paseo de Roxas
Makati City
Attention: Atty. Joseph B. Evangelista - Head - Issuer Compliance and Disclosure Department
Gentlemen: We refer to the Issuer Disclosures Operating Guidelines which requires 8990 Holdings,
Inc (the “Company”), as issuer of the fixed rate bonds listed with PDEx to submit a disclosure on
Material information/transaction.

Subject of the Disclosure

8990 Holdings Ventures into High-End Market
Background/Description of the Disclosure

8990 Holdings Inc., one of the fastest growing real estate developers in the Philippines and listed on the Philippine
Stock Exchange under the symbol “HOUSE,” will literally rise a thousand feet above sea level, as it enters into
high-end property development. 8990 Holdings has agreed to acquire 100 percent of the outstanding shares of
GENVI Development Corporation, one of Cebu’s top developers of high-end properties, including its flagship
project, Monterrazas de Cebu.A rare gem hidden for generations, Monterrazas de Cebu is the largest and last
remaining contiguous mountain property development in the heart of Cebu City. The more than 200-hectare
property, which has a commanding view of Cebu, Mactan, and Bohol, is a master-planned integrated community
with residential, commercial, and institutional clusters.
Its first set of phases have already been launched and are in varied stages of development. In 2007, Monterrazas
de Cebu offered its first high-end residential community, The Peaks. Here, residents get to wake up to the most
majestic views of the city and enjoy the five-star amenities of its clubhouse, Verandas. The Verandas is to be
perched on the highest peak of Monterrazas, featuring unmatched architectural beauty that gives residents a 360degree view of not only the city, but the islands of Mactan, Bohol, and the Buhisan forests.
The year after Peaks, Monterrazas de Cebu launched another residential community called North Ridge - an
upscale subdivision focused on the core Filipino value of family, where they can share intimate bonds and make
timeless memories without boundaries, all while against a backdrop of the city skyline and the islands beyond.
In addition, residents of the North Ridge community can take delight in their own landmark clubhouse called The
Pavilions. It features a free-form infinity pool, a play area, a lounge, and two function rooms.
These existing projects, however, are less than half of the total land area of Monterrazas de Cebu. With 8990
Holdings’ acquisition of GENVI Development Corporation, the development of these upscale subdivisions and highend residential communities will definitely continue. In fact, the company also plans to offer other residential
projects for those seeking luxury living close to the city.

“The acquisition of Monterrazas de Cebu firms up our intention to expand 8990 Holdings into other real estate
segments that have proven to have strong demand in the past years”, said 8990 Holdings President & CEO, Willie
J. Uy.
Prior to entering the upscale segment, 8990 Holdings also made big moves to beef up and support its plans.
The company acquired new technologies which will be used in developing Monterrazas de Cebu and its future
projects. It is also exploring architectural designs seen in the top cities around the world which will be adopted in
the next phase of the Monterrazas de Cebu development. Spearheading the sales team will be Dennis Lim who
joins 8990 Holdings as National Sales Head. “We wanted to get someone who has the experience in the higher
end market. We found this in Dennis Lim. His 21 years of experience in real estate and handling luxury projects,
such as the Grand Hyatt Manila was the main reason why we believed he would help bolster 8990 Holdings’ move
towards this segment,” added Willie J. Uy.
“Our ultimate goal is to become one of the largest property companies in the Philippines. Through organic growth
we have been able to double our revenues to Php11.5 billion from a mere Php5.7 billion six years ago and expand
our land bank to almost 600 hectares. The addition of Monterrazas de Cebu brings 8990 Holdings’ landbank to
approximately 800 hectares. As with other top companies, it is a natural progression for one to move into new
markets to achieve sustained exponential growth in the years to come.”
Other Relevant Information

Last year, 8990 Holdings launched its leisure company, 8990 Leisure & Resorts. Its hospitality arm will spend Php5
billion in key destinations in Cebu, Makati, Davao, Palawan, Boracay, Siquijor, Alabang, Manila, Iloilo, Legazpi,
Clark, Lapu-Lapu, Siargao, and Baguio.
8990 Holdings’ aggressive growth has definitely risen a thousand feet. And it looks like the company is showing no
signs of letting up.

Sincerely,

Tracy Ilagan
Investor Relations officer

